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LITIGATION OR REGULATION A MUST IN PATIENTS' BILL OF RIGHTS, 
SAYS HEALTH AND LAW EXPERT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
DAYTON, Ohio -If lawmakers choose litigation over regulation in reining in the 
managed health care industry, allowing patients to sue for punitive damages is critical as a 
measure in the patients' bill of rights now being crafted in Washington, D.C., says Vemellia 
Randall, law professor at the University of Dayton and expert in health care and the law. 
It's common sense, and it has been proven to work in our society, she said. 
"If you are negligent, if you fall below the standard of care for your industry and 
someone is hurt, then you are responsible," Randall said. "If you are held responsible, then 
others in your industry will take notice and change their practices. Punitive damages can only 
occur when someone is grossly negligent, bordering on intentionally causing harm, so they are 
not given lightly. This is one way we get people to stop behavior that is negligent and does 
harm to others." 
Litigation and regulation are the only two methods available to control individuals and 
corporations, said Randall, who was a nurse for 13 years before she became a law professor. 
"If lawmakers were to focus on regulation, that's one way fo indicate that we won't wait 
for a lawsuit to enforce industry standards," she said. "We pass a law to set forth the standards 
and then there are repercussions even if no one sues." 
The managed care industry is "fairly unregulated, especially when it comes to how they 
make decisions about denying services," Randall said. "The industry is protected by an old law, 
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ERISA (the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act), that was never intended to 
regulate managed care. It was enacted to apply to insurance companies that denied coverage 
after a patient received the care they needed, to decide who would pay for the service. 
"Now, denial of health care comes before the service is given. ERISA says patients can 
only recover the cost of the denied procedure," she continued. "If a managed care provider 
negligently denies you care and as a result you become completely incapable of working, you 
cannot receive one penny of lost income. You can only recover the cost of the service you were 
denied." 
The argument that the litigation measure in the patients' bill of rights will lead to 
increased costs of health care coverage carries little weight with Randall. 
"It may drive up costs, but without that redress we'll drive up welfare costs. Those 
patients have to be assisted somewhere. The costs will be passed on to society as opposed to the 
industry that has generated the problem." 
She has no preference between the two. 
"Personally, I don't care if it's litigation or regulation. But it has to be one or the other. 
As long as they are not responsible for negligent behavior, what is the incentive to change?" 
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For media interviews, contact Vernellia Randall at (937) 229-3378 or via e-mail at 
vemellia.randall@notes.udayton.edu. For a synopsis of her credentials, see 
http: I /homepages.udayton.edu/ -randall/ synopsis.htm 
